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Mode-selective fiber lasers have advantages in a number of
applications. Here we propose and experimentally demon-
strate a transverse mode-selective few-mode Brillouin
fiber laser using the mode-selective photonic lantern. We
generated the lowest three orders of linearly polarized
(LP) modes based on both intramodal and intermodal
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). Their slope efficien-
cies, optical spectra, mode profiles, and linewidths were
measured. ©2020Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.385444

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is one of the prominent
nonlinear effects in optical fibers. It can be described as a nonlin-
ear interaction between the pump and Stokes wave mediated by
the acoustic wave [1]. A Brillouin fiber laser (BFL) could be real-
ized in a ring cavity by using SBS to provide gain for the signal
traveling in the backward direction [2,3]. There are a number
of advantages of BFLs. For example, the optical signal-to-noise
ratio (OSNR) of a BFL is much higher than the pump laser
due to the stronger damping of the acoustic field compared to
the optical field [4,5]. Also, BFLs have attracted interests due
to their ultranarrow linewidth [6,7]. A BFL with a linewidth
of tens of hertz has been experimentally demonstrated [8],
which can be, in turn, used for high-quality microwave signal
generation [9,10]. Based on cascaded SBS processes, multiple
wavelengths could be generated in a single ring cavity [11,12].

Lasers of high-order mode (HOM) have been extensively
investigated in recent years because of their advantages in a num-
ber of applications, including fiber sensing [13], microscopy
imaging [14], laser material processing [15], and gravitational
wave detection [16]. Several techniques have been proposed to
construct HOM fiber lasers. By using a rare-Earth-doped few-
mode fiber (FMF) with intracavity mode-selective elements, it
is possible to generate a specific linearly polarized (LP) mode.
The HOM lasers at different wavelengths in ytterbium- [17],
erbium- [18], and thulium-doped fiber [19] have been exper-
imentally demonstrated. Recently, an LP01/LP11 mode BFL

based on only intramodal SBS has been reported [20]. However,
intermodal SBS caused the degradation of laser mode purity.

In this work, we demonstrate, for the first time, an intracav-
ity transverse mode-selective BFL based on intermodal SBS
effect with the fundamental mode as the pump. A pair of mode-
selective photonic lanterns (MSPLs) was placed inside the ring
cavity to act as spatial mode filters. In this configuration, pump
mode converters are not necessary. For comparison, we also
generated the BFLs of the three lowest-order LP modes based on
the intramodal SBS effect. The slope efficiencies, mode intensity
profiles, optical spectra, and linewidths were characterized for
both cases.

The FMF used in our experiment is the four-LP mode FMF
made by Prysmian Group. Its refractive index profile is shown
in Fig. 1(a), and its cross-sectional microscope image is shown
in Fig. 1(b). It is a step-index fiber with a core and cladding
diameter of 15.2 µm and 125 µm, respectively. The numerical
aperture (NA) was measured to be 0.17, ensuring it supports
six LP modes at a wavelength of 1550 nm. We calculated the
transverse field distributions of the six LP modes supported
by this FMF at 1550 nm by COMSOL, the results are shown
in Fig. 1(c). We also computed the guided acoustic modes of
the fiber at a frequency of 10.6 GHz, which is the Brillouin
frequency shift for the backward SBS. Figure 1(d) shows the
material density vibration fields of the 10 lowest orders of lon-
gitudinal acoustic modes guided in the core area. It should be
noted that the number of guided acoustic modes of the same
fiber is much larger than that of the optical modes [21].

Both intramodal and intermodal SBS will occur in the FMF
once the field distribution of the acoustic wave is matched with
the pump and scattered waves. The Brillouin gain spectrum is
a combination of gain peaks generated by each guided acoustic
mode [22],
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Fig. 1. (a) Measured refractive index profile and (b) cross-sectional
microscope image of the four-LP mode FMF; (c) calculated optical
fields of the six LP modes supported by the FMF; (d) field distributions
of the 10 lowest-order guided acoustic modes.

Table 1. Overlap Integrals of Normalized Acoustic
and Optic Fields that Form the Main Brillouin Gain
Peaks

LP01,s LP11,s LP21,s

LP01,p 9.15× 104 7.76× 104 6.56× 104

LP11,p — 7.15× 104 —
LP21,p — — 5.47× 104

where �m is the acoustic frequency of the mth guided acoustic
mode; 0B is the acoustic damping rate; g 0m is the gain coeffi-
cient, which is proportional to the square of the field overlap
integral between the two optic fields and one acoustic field. The
overlap integral can be expressed as

ηijm =

∫∫
ϕi,pξmϕ

∗

j ,s ds , (2)

where ϕi,p and ϕ j ,s mean the normalized field distribution
of the i th pump wave and j th Stokes wave, and ξm is the nor-
malized field distribution of the mth guided acoustic mode.
We found that the Brillouin gain coefficients mediated by the
higher-order acoustic modes would be much smaller, because
their higher spatial frequencies decrease the field overlap with
the optical modes.

Here we calculated the value of ηijm for different pump and
Stokes wave pairs associated with the acoustic mode that pro-
vides the highest Brillouin gain, as shown in Table 1. We can
find that for HOM signals, the overlap between the optical and
acoustic fields for intermodal SBS (pump at LP01 mode) are
better compared to the intramodal SBS.

We used a pair of 6-to-1 MSPLs to realize the LP mode con-
version between the single-mode fiber (SMF) and the FMF.
MSPLs are passive all-fiber devices that contain a set of input
SMFs and one FMF output, as shown in Fig. 2(a). We used dis-
similar SMFs as the input to obtain the mode-selective fashion
[23]. Figure 2(b) shows the cross-sectional image of the end of a
six-mode MSPL, and the resulting FMF has a core and cladding

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic view of the structure of a MSPL, (b) cross-
sectional microscope image of the end of a six-mode MSPL; output
mode intensity profiles of (c) MSPL1 and (d) MSPL2 measured at
1550 nm; (e) mode transfer matrix of the pair of MSPLs with 1 km
of FMF.

diameter of 20 µm and 110 µm, respectively. The output facet
of the MSPL can be easily spliced with a four-LP mode FMF.
We fabricated two six-mode MSPLs, denoted MSPL1 and
MSPL2, and measured their output mode profiles using a laser
with a wavelength of 1550 nm. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the
output mode profiles of MSPL1 and MSPL2, respectively. The
six lowest-order LP modes were clearly observed with a mode
conversion efficiency of ∼70%. We also measured the mode
transfer matrix from MSPL1 to MSPL2 with 1 km of FMF
between them, and the result is shown in Fig. 2(e). The mode
selectivity between different mode groups was around 7 dB, but
the selectivity within the same mode group was much lower due
to the orientation of the degenerate modes rotating within the
circular core of the FMF. The total link losses for the LP01, LP11,
LP21, and LP02 modes were measured to be 3.2 dB, 4.3 dB,
6.7 dB, and 9.5 dB, respectively.

The experimental setup for the transverse mode-selective
BFLs is shown in Fig. 3. The pump was a tunable laser source
(TLS) with a wavelength of 1550 nm, amplified by an erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). For intramodal Brillouin lasing,
the pump traveled through the circulator and was launched into
MSPL2 to create the desired LP mode. The output of MSPL2
was spliced to 1 km of the four-LP mode FMF. The backscat-
tered Stokes wave of the same mode went through the circulator
from port 2 to port 3, and was injected into MSPL1 with the
port mapping to the same LP mode. The HOM signal from
MSPL1 was collimated and coupled back into the 1 km FMF
with a pair of 20X objective lenses, and circulated clockwise as
shown by the red arrow. The fiber coupling losses were less than
1 dB for all LP modes, and each objective lens introduced an
additional 1 dB loss. For the intermodal Brillouin lasing, the
pump was directly launched into the LP01 port of MSPL2. The
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for the mode-selective few-mode BFLs.

ports corresponding to the desired HOM for both MSPLs were
connected to ports 2 and 3 of the circulator. Due to intermodal
SBS effects, all LP modes are scattered backward even with only
the fundamental mode as the pump. However, only the selected
HOM can pass through the MSPL and oscillate inside the ring
cavity. The laser came out from a 3 dB beam splitter (BS). The
laser power and mode profiles were measured by a power meter
and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. We also coupled
the laser into a piece of multimode fiber, after which its opti-
cal spectra were observed using an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA). Two SMF polarization controllers (PCs) were used to
optimize the polarization states of the pump and Stokes waves,
in order to maximize the Brillouin gain.

We measured the laser power of the LP01, LP11, and LP21
modes based on both intramodal and intermodal SBS, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The results indicate that for all cases, lasing started
after the pump power exceeded their threshold values, and
over 24 mW of laser power was observed. The LP01 lasing
mode had the highest laser power and lowest threshold pump
value. Its threshold pump power was 40 mW, and the slope
efficiency was 11.6%. The low slope efficiency was partly due
to polarization state misalignment between the pump and
Stokes wave. Another reason was the relatively large inser-
tion losses of the MSPLs. The slope efficiencies for LP11 SBS
lasing modes based on intramodal and intermodal SBS were
10.9% and 8.9%, respectively. The values for LP21 lasing modes
based on intramodal and intermodal SBS were 10.5% and
8.6%, respectively. The lower laser power of the HOMs was
mainly caused by a larger insertion loss of the photonic lantern
pair compared to the LP01 mode, and also the smaller overlap
integral between the optical and guided acoustic fields. From
Fig. 4(a), the laser power of HOMs based on intermodal SBS
was always smaller than that based on intramodal SBS, although
their Brillouin gain coefficients are larger according to Table 1.
This was because the strong backward SBS of the fundamental
mode consumed part of the pump power. The polarization mis-
alignment was another reason. The measured mode intensity
profiles of BFLs of different LP modes based on intramodal SBS
and intermodal SBS configuration are shown in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c), respectively. We can see that their mode patterns are nearly
ideal, and the mode purities were over 90% for all cases thanks to
the high mode selectivity of the MSPLs.

We measured the optical spectra of all the SBS lasing modes
using an OSA (Ando AQ-6315e). The results are shown in

Fig. 4. (a) Output laser power versus pump power for each LP
lasing mode based on intramodal and intermodal SBS, measured mode
intensity profiles of the few-mode BFLs based on (b) intramodal SBS
and (c) intermodal SBS.

Fig. 5. Optical spectra of the SBS lasing modes for (a) LP01 mode;
LP11 modes based on (b) intramodal and (c) intermodal SBS; LP21

modes based on (d) intramodal and (e) intermodal SBS.

Fig. 5. The resolution of the OSA was set to be 0.02 nm. The
optical spectra of the LP01 mode BFL and pump are shown in
Fig. 5(a). The frequency downshift between the pump and the
laser was around 0.1 nm, corresponding to a Brillouin frequency
downshift of 10.6 GHz. There is a small peak in the laser spectra
that came from the reflection of the residual pump at the end of
the FMF. It can be suppressed by angle cleaving the FMF ends.
The OSNR was measured to be 68.6 dB, nearly 20 dB higher
than that of the pump. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) indicate the results
for LP11 lasing modes based on intramodal and intermodal SBS,
respectively. The shapes of their optical spectra look similar, and
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Fig. 6. Beat-note spectrum of self-heterodyne linewidth mea-
surement for (a) LP01 mode; LP11 mode based on (b) intramodal
and (c) intermodal SBS; LP21 mode based on (d) intramodal and
(e) intermodal SBS.

the OSNRs were measured to be 66.3 and 63.7 dB. The results
of LP21 lasing modes based on intramodal and intermodal SBS
are shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e), respectively, and their OSNRs
were measured to be 66.5 and 63.2 dB.

We also investigated the linewidth of each generated few-
mode BFLs using self-heterodyne measurements [24]. We
employed a 90:10 fiber coupler to let a small part of the laser
get out at the SMF side before it went through MSPL1. The
laser was then separated into two arms using a 3 dB coupler.
One arm traveled through 25 km of SMF for the decorre-
lation, and the other arm was shifted by 100 MHz using an
acousto-optic modulator. The beat-note spectrum was recorded
using an electrical spectrum analyzer (hp ESA-L1500A), and
the resolution of the ESA was fixed to be 1 kHz. Figure 6(a)
shows the beat-note spectrum for the LP01 mode BFL. There
are multiple longitudinal modes observed with a spacing of
around 200 kHz, which agrees well with the theoretical value.
The 10 dB linewidth of the beat-note signal was 21.5 kHz,
after fitting with the Lorentzian shape, corresponding to a 3 dB
laser linewidth, which was 3.6 kHz. The laser linewidth was
narrowed by nearly 2 orders of magnitude compared to the
pump, which is ∼200 kHz. The measured beat-note spectrum
of LP11 lasing modes based on intramodal and intermodal SBS
is shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), and their 3 dB linewidths were
4.17 kHz and 4.9 kHz, respectively. The results of LP21 mode
BFLs are shown in Figs. 6(d) and 6(e), and their 3 dB linewidths
were 4.25 kHz and 4.33 kHz, correspondingly. It should be
noticed that the intrinsic linewidths for all the LP modes were
less than 100 Hz. Linewidth broadening was mainly caused by
the instability of the environment, such as temperature fluctua-

tions and mechanical perturbations, which can be improved by
better isolating the fiber from the environment.

In conclusion, a transverse mode-selective few-mode BFL
was experimentally demonstrated in a 1 km four-LP mode FMF.
We generated the LP11 and LP21 lasing modes based on both
intramodal and intermodal SBS effects. Over 24 mW of output
laser power was observed for all the LP modes based on both
intramodal and intermodal SBS, with slope efficiencies ranging
from 8.5% to 11.6%. The mode intensity profiles were clearly
observed. Their OSNRs ranged between 63.2 to 68.6 dB, and
the 3 dB linewidths were around 4 kHz.
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